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Abstract
It is imperative to have high adaptive techniques for sensing and manipulating biological targets at the nanoscale. This 
necessity becomes particularly crucial when dealing with fragile living bio-organisms like viruses, where the expression 
of capsids is closely linked to viral functions and genome constitution. Therefore, the development of a comprehensive 
system for dissecting and measuring viruses holds significant implications for the pharmaceutical industry and drug 
manufacturing. Leveraging the sub-nanometer spatial resolution and controllable tip-cantilever architecture of atomic 
force microscopy (AFM), a probe-laser system has been integrated as a self-sensing robotic end effector. To address 
intrinsic challenges in AFM-based robotic systems such as the lack of real-time monitoring, low scanning rates, and 
nonlinear motion caused by piezoelectric actuators, an augmented reality robotic system has been implemented. This 
system incorporates stereoscopic vision, a haptic feedback controller, a position recovery scheme, and a real-time force 
control algorithm. The integration of these components enhances the system’s capability to accurately dissect virus 
capsids. Operators can now perform highly efficient nanoscale tasks with multidimensional perception, utilizing the 
combination of stereoscopic vision and haptic force control. The position correction during manipulation can achieve 
a frame rate of over 30 frames per second, imperceptible to the operator, enabling closed-loop operation control. By 
adopting the proposed nanorobotic system in virology studies, it becomes possible to achieve accurate manipulation 
and dissection of SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus capsids, and derive multi-parametric properties such as structural integrity, 
protein fragment thickness, and adhesive forces. The established nanobot system and experimental results serve as a 
guiding platform for high-accuracy evaluation in drug manufacturing development.
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1 Introduction

Viruses play a significant role in human daily lives, primarily as infectious agents causing illnesses. The global impact 
of the COVID-19 pandemic has been devastating, highlighting the crucial need for effective disinfection methods for 
SARS-CoV-2 [1]. Spherical-shaped viruses typically consist of a protein shell, a viral genome, and spikes attached to 
the capsid’s penton structure [2]. Various approaches, including the use of chemical reagents and germicidal irradia-
tion, have been developed for virus disinfection [3]. However, viruses can also be employed in beneficial applications. 
Viruses and viral shells can serve as nano scaffolds or nanoreactors for transportation, catalysis, and even cancer 
treatment [4, 5]. By investigating the structural information and mechanical properties of viruses, their functions can 
be better understood, particularly through the disassembly of the virus, which provides insights into the molecular 
structures of capsid protein subunits [6]. Nevertheless, there is a need for a platform that enables dynamic in-situ 
manipulation and evaluation of viruses, particularly with simultaneous measurements of their mechanical behavior 
under controlled external excitation.

The advancement of microscopy and automation technology has facilitated extensive investigations into the 
inspection and manipulation of nanoscale entities, ranging from bioorganisms to the level of DNA [7]. Compared 
with other nanoscale research tools, such as scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy 
that require extra treatment to samples, atomic force microscopy (AFM), which relies on its contact-based mecha-
nism, could directly image the high-resolution topography of virus without altering the situation of targets [8]. AFM-
based nanorobotics stand out in a plethora of domains, including biological research, ultra-precision manufacturing, 
and rapid imaging systems, offering unparalleled precision in nanoscale operations [9–11]. Observing the dynamic 
responses of viruses to external stimuli via AFM can yield a more profound comprehension of the assembly pro-
cesses of viral proteins and capsomers into highly ordered structures [12, 13]. Moreover, AFM-based robotic systems 
introduce an innovative disinfection method by dismantling the physical constructs of viruses through controlled 
excitations [14].

In AFM, a minuscule probe situated at the apex of a cantilever spring interacts with the sample. The feedback 
control loop fine-tunes the actuator’s motion to achieve nanoscale resolution topography [15]. Beyond imaging, 
the probe functions similarly to the robotic end-effector, capable of manipulating nanoscale objects and perform-
ing lithography on the sample surface [16]. During such manipulations, the AFM nanorobot utilizes its positioning 
sensors to accurately move the probe, imaging specific areas and reconstructing a local map for reference [17, 18]. 
Task space positioning capabilities are vital for AFM, as they identify errors between desired operational outputs and 
actual motions during manipulation and scanning [19]. Despite its ability to produce images with nanoscale resolu-
tion, achieving nanometer localization precision is challenging due to system uncertainties, such as uncompensated 
nonlinearity and thermal drift, which can cause image shifts and distortions over extended capture and operation 
times. Consequently, positioning errors-stemming from the systematically uncertain distance between the AFM tip 
and the target-can significantly reduce measurement and manipulation efficiency, especially in smaller work areas 
[20]. Enhancing the operator’s experience through teleportation and virtual reality visualization of AFM operations 
is crucial for accurate manipulations within a more comfortable environment, providing real-time feedback, which 
is essential for the improvement of delicate nanoscale tasks [21, 22].

To achieve a high degree of precision in AFM-based measurements and manipulations for fragile living biological 
samples, the positioning and force error must be regulated and adjusted. For instance, when using the stochastic 
approach to compensate probe’s motion, the error distribution must be specified to ensure the reliability [23]. The 
visual servoing control technique, in which pictures are often used to find landmark in order to estimate its location 
to conduct closed-loop operations, is a natural method for addressing the task space positioning uncertainty [24]. 
Even still, The uncertainty estimation methods lack different implementations due to either considering uncertainty 
properties as location-independent incidents or estimating them using predefined landmarks with specific structure 
and size, which may not be available in the native ambient for those tasks [25, 26]. This issue hinders the develop-
ment of local scan algorithms and the control systems that accompany them. Hence, the further development of 
a local position recovery scheme is still the crucial task for addressing the uncertainties and inherent error in the 
AFM-based nanorobotic system.

With the above-mentioned purpose, we introduce an AFM-based nanorobot, augmented by a stereoscopic vision 
system within an augmented reality (AR) framework, to enhance the AFM’s capability for adaptive real-time manipula-
tion. We have developed an optimal spiral local scanning technique that, when paired with a force-sensing decision 
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scheme, accurately locates the AFM tip in relation to its surroundings using non-vector space visual servoing control. 
The system is designed to reconcile the discrepancies between the predetermined desired location and the actual 
tip location during operation. We also report on the system’s performance in engaging with a living pseudo virus 
resembling SARS-CoV-2. The nanorobot successfully manipulated and disassembled the virus’s capsid, examining 
both its mechanical structure and adhesiveness, as documented by the experimental findings presented in Fig. 1.

2  Stereoscopic vision‑based augmentation reality nanorobotic system

Overcoming the intrinsic challenge of lacking real-time visual feedback remains a critical hurdle in nanomanipulation tasks 
using AFM. Our developed AR system addresses this challenge by dynamically updating the AFM imagery in real-time, 
informed by spatial and force data acquired during nanomanipulation. The custom-designed software captures signals from 
the AFM controller through a signal access module, which are then processed by a tailored system and algorithm. Figure 2 
illustrates the workings of the AR nanorobotic system. A haptic device is utilized both as a motion controller and a tactile 
feedback sensor. This augmented setup enables the refresh of the AFM image in the video feed, facilitating a controllable 
closed-loop manipulation system for objects at the sub-micrometer scale.

To correlate the operation interface motion and force control with the actual AFM signals input, the motion in the opera-
tion system ��⃗MGUI and the AFM frame ��⃗MAFM could be determined by following rotational matrix:

The rotation matrix is stated as following where the � is the scanning attack angle of AFM tips:

(1)��⃗MGUI = R ��⃗MAFM

Fig. 1  Schematic of virus 
capsid under the investigation 
of nano robot system

Fig. 2  Schematic of the stereoscopic vision-based augmentation reality nanorobotic system
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In order to augment the operator’s recognition during manipulation tasks, the haptic force generated by the 3D controller 
is designed to be proportional to the actual force exerted by the AFM probe. The design aims to provide enhanced feed-
back to the operator, enabling more intuitive and immersive haptic control. The haptic force by 3D controller is stated by:

where FH is the 3d force generated by the controller and FA is the actual force AFM probe received, the matrix D is the 
sensitivities for the haptic forces to the AFM probe actual forces which adjusted by the perception of the operator.

To augment the operator’s perception during manipulation, our system now includes 3D stereoscopic vision. Stereo-
scopic vision is fundamental for humans to discern three-dimensional space, and it is particularly beneficial for enhanc-
ing nanoscale manipulation tasks [27]. We have incorporated real-time stereo visual feedback into our system, taking 
advantage of the information provided by the AFM probe’s imaging feedback and utilizing the generated 3D imagery for 
subsequent operations. To simulate the operator’s binocular vision within this virtual environment, we have positioned 
two virtual cameras side by side, each sized identically to replicate human eye spacing. The images captured by these 
cameras are then processed and presented to the operator who, using 3D glasses or a virtual reality headset, experi-
ences separate images for each eye. This setup induces the perception of depth and stereo vision, thereby enhancing 
the operator’s ability to manipulate objects at the nanoscale with greater precision and depth perception (video.S1).

3  Enhanced video rate nanorobotic system by local position recovery scheme

3.1  Framework of local position recovery in task space

AFM Scanner artifacts arise from the nonlinear dynamic behavior of piezoelectric actuators, exhibiting characteristics like 
non-linearity, creep, and hysteresis. Consequently, the actuator’s deformation/displacement is not linearly proportional to 
the applied voltage. In AFM images, these effects manifest as distortions, particularly noticeable when imaging complex 
structures. The use of a closed loop scanner could help prevent these artifacts. An instance of image distortion occurs 
due to non-linearity in the piezo extension. With a tube scanner, the tip follows an arc, resulting in non-linearities in both 
the lateral and vertical directions [28]. During the operation, when under the time durations at an offset position from 
the center of the piezoactuator’s positioning range, The AFM scanner could lead to substantial precision loss.The creep 
induced non-linearity could be described with the classic springs and dampers model in Fig. 3 [29].

The core of AFM nanorobotic operations lies in the real-time image refreshment facilitated by the local scan scheme, 
alongside the precise control of the sample-tip position. This control compensates for the motion of nanoscale objects, 
the AFM tip, and the microenvironment (substrate). This approach significantly reduces scanning errors caused by the 
non-linearities of the actuators. As shown in Fig. 4, the system utilizes the Bruker AFM (Resolve, Bruker Inc.) and comprises 
several key components: the AFM scanning unit, the robotic controller, and a user-friendly interface. Enhancements to the 
AFM system include the integration of peripheral devices such as an upward-facing microscope, a Nikon inverted optical 
microscope (Eclipse Ti-U), and a CCD camera. These additions provide low-resolution videos of the samples and probes 
through optical microscopy, enhancing visual accessibility during operations. The real-time control module is equipped 
with a National Instruments DAQ board (PCI-6361) for data collection and output control signals to the signal access mod-
ule (Bruker Inc.). Signal transmission is managed through Ethernet using the UDP protocol, facilitating communication 
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from the user PC to the AFM PC. Additionally, the custom-built PC includes a haptic device (Novint Inc.) and bespoke 
software ’Nanoviz’. This setup enriches the nanomanipulation process by providing real-time visual feedback and multi-
channel signals. The haptic device offers force feedback, enabling operators to feel the force exerted on the probe while 
observing AFM images at high speed. This setup not only improves the accuracy of nanomanipulation but also enhances 
the operator’s sensory experience, allowing for more intuitive and effective control during operations(Fig. S1, Fig. S2).

The initial background for AFM imaging in the environment is established as the baseline and is continuously 
updated locally based on this pre-acquired foundation. The operational system’s local scan feature utilizes adaptive 
scanning patterns (such as raster or spiral) to detect the new position of a nano-object. This adjustment is enabled 
by accurately recovering the target’s actual position through the measurement of height profiles. For example, the 
apex of a particle can be quickly identified by employing a spiral scanning pattern near the particle to observe its 
height profile. This method allows for the rapid recovery of the true position of nanoscale objects, typically in less 
than 100 milliseconds. Subsequently, a new global image can be produced, incorporating compensation for any new 
local imaging errors, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This process ensures highly accurate and timely updates to the imaging 
data, crucial for effective nanoscale manipulation and analysis.

Fig. 3  Scanning Drift of the Sars-Cov-2 capsid during continually operation: A 0 hrs; B 2 hrs; C 4 hrs. D X Piezoelectric actuator displacement 
under different offset
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3.2  Condition judgement by tip‑cantilever force sensing

The force sensing capability of system is intrinsically linked to the design of the probe-tip structure as well as the 
efficiency of the laser reflection system. Crucial to this process is the calculation of the sensitivity factor, which 
enables the conversion of sensor voltage readings (taken at the deflection output of the measuring electronics) 
into the actual deflection distance of the cantilever tip in nanometers. The beam deflection method is employed 
by the majority of AFMs. This involves directing a laser beam from a diode onto the end of the cantilever’s backside. 

Fig. 4  Structure of nanorobotic system

Fig. 5  Flowchart of virus capsid manipulation scheme by nanorobotic system
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The beam is reflected off the cantilever into a photodiode array. However, the absolute intensity captured by the 
photodiode can vary due to fluctuations in laser power or changes in the laser beam’s focus on the cantilever [30]. 
To be independent of the signal’s absolute strength, the normalized intensity of the four photodiodes have been 
measured, while the vertical signal and lateral signal could be calculated by the algorithm of four photodiodes. The 
contact force is applied to the AFM probe following Hooke’s law F = k ∗ x , with the function of probe deflection D, 
stiffness of the probe k, and the sensitivities of PSD signals from probe deflection (Fig. 6):

The initiation of position recovery is governed by the contact dynamics between the probe tip and the virus, 
characterized by four principal force transitions throughout the manipulation or disassembly procedure. The initial 
transition arises as the probe makes contact with the substrate-a process termed engagement. Subsequently, the 
probe’s contact with the target object marks the second transition. A minor PSD shift follows, signifying the object-
tip separation. Concluding the sequence, the probe’s retraction occurs after an attempted motion, reverting the PSD 
to its baseline state, a process captured in Fig. 7.

The trigger of the contact and separation is depend on the lateral PSD signals, which could derive directly from 
the system, the correlation of the lateral force and PSD lateral signal is stated as:

where the SL is the PSD lateral signals and DL is the system deflection sensitivities and the KL is relative stiffness in lateral 
direction, the contact judgement is decided by the maximum slide force fs or maximum rotation force fr by the virus 
capsid [31]. The value of the trigger is pre-determined according to the test results. the � is coefficient of trigger and is 
usually set as 0.5 to ensure the accurate recognition and SLi is the lateral PSD signal after engagement:

The separation force which is significantly less substantial than the contact force, presents a modeling challenge due 
to the intricate nature of interactions at the nanoscale. To accommodate this, the setpoint for force detection is empiri-
cally established through preliminary testing tailored to each unique experimental configuration, generally involving a 
voltage shift of no more than 50 mv.

(6)SL =
FL

DLKL

(7)SL ≥ � ∗ max

(
fs

DLKL
,

ft

DLKL

)
+ SLi

Fig. 6  Schematic of AFM probe PSD signal shift under different interaction conditions
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3.3  Nanorobot manipulation scheme for virus capsid

Perform the interleaving local recovery algorithm, manipulation outputs can be updated in real-time within the opera-
tion interface. This entire adaptive close-loop manipulation operation is executed through the synchronous function-
ing of local position recovery and manipulation commands, with action times clocked under 100ms. Due to the high 
frequency of switching between operation and recovery, these processes become almost imperceptible to the user. 
Consequently, nanomanipulation that incorporates the recovery algorithm is significantly more reliable and experi-
ences fewer operational failures. In the context of virus manipulation with a local-recovery-after-operation approach, a 
particle is repositioned from one spot to another, taking cues from local scan experiment results. This action prompts 
the generation of a specific scanning pattern and path, as depicted in Fig. 8. The use of local scan recovery negates the 
need for global mapping during the operation, which typically incurs a delay of several minutes to obtain fine images. 
The operational procedure can thus be succinctly described as an ‘action-trigger-recovery-action’ loop, enabling swift 
and precise manipulations within the nanoscale environment.

The interaction of the virus and probe could be adjusted in real time without refreshing the global images. The real 
position of the virus may be easily reconstructed from the local scan data using the particle center, which can be defined 
by the local scan. The developed system possesses the capability of accurately manipulating/disassembling the virus 
capsid.

The selection of imaging pattern is a significant parameter for the local scan performance. Raster scans often encounter 
issues with excessive motion due to abrupt stops and changes in direction. This imaging pattern minimizes overshoots 
and distortions in the collected data caused by sudden positional changes. In contrast, the spiral trajectory, being con-
tinuous and devoid of abrupt changes, results in smoother probe motion and prevents data and image distortion(Fig. S3). 
This pattern is particularly effective for spherical samples like viruses. The motion trajectory of the spiral scan is as follows:

Fig. 7  PSD shift during the nano manipulation operation with four main shifts: engagement, contact, separation of sample-tip and with-
draw of probe
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Each spiral iteration increases the radius rstep based on the scan area, while the angle sstep increases incrementally. Addi-
tionally, each point generated during the iteration undergoes a distance threshold check to ensure that point spacing 
remains within a specified range. Regarding the scan area, we use a height threshold to distinguish the virus from the 
substrate, which helps determine the maximum scan range based on virus diameter. Typically, the scan area is set to 3-5 
times the diameter of the virus to ensure accurate relocation. Since local scans primarily facilitate real-time observation 
of the virus’s position, it is essential that the scan area includes the virus apex. The resolution of the local scan matches 
or exceeds that of the initial AFM scan image according to the adjustment of distance between sampling points.

4  Experimental setup and results

4.1  Experimental setup

Prior to conducting experiments with viruses, the system underwent rigorous testing to ensure accuracy and stability. 
Figure 9 illustrates the error between the haptic control input motion and the actual motion of the probe during opera-
tion, with the discrepancy between the haptic device and the probe’s actual movement maintained below 0.5 pixel or 
less than 10nm in the physical world. In relation to 3D goggle usage, the close match between the Inertial Measurement 
Unit(IMU) signals received by the PC client and the original rotational data, along with the nano environment’s rotation 
angle, reflects the video’s adaptability to the operator’s head movements. Figure 10 shows the operator’s head angular 
velocity along the x and y axes with blue curve, and orange curves representing the angular velocity conveyed by the 
user interface to present the nanoscale environment. These results confirm that the AR feedback accurately mirrors the 
intended angular velocity, allowing the operator’s view to shift in sync with their head movements, for deepening the 
sense of immersive operation.

(8)

{
xi = (i − 1)rstep ∗ cos((i − 1) ∗ sstep)

yi = (i − 1)rstep ∗ sin((i − 1) ∗ sstep)

Fig. 8  Flow chart of position recovery during nanomanipulation
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Green fluorescent protein transfected SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus were prepared for the study (101bio, Inc). Before the 
AFM measurement, the mica substrate was first washed with acetone and then washed with DI water thoroughly. Then, 
10 μ l virus solution was coated on the mica for 15 min, the substrate require certain hydrophilic ability to provide the 
virus capsid with firmly binding for scanning. After coating, the sample was dried out by the air after rinse. The two probes 
have been used in this experiment; the high-resolution imaging PEAKFORCE-HIRS-F-A probe (Bruker) with a stiffness of 
around 0.35 N/m has been selected; while for the manipulation and assembling experiment, the SCANANSYST-air probe 
with a stiffness of around 0.4 N/m has been selected, which have a larger contact region compared with the former one 
and pyramid probe with 20–60 nm spherical on the tip. During the experiement, the temperature is controlled as 20 ◦ C 
by the heat panel beneath the substrate.

The images were recorded at a scan rate of 1 Hz, with a gentle applied force of around 500 pN, and the Peakforce 
tapping frequency of 2 khz with a resolution of 256 pixels2 . The scanning location has been selected with the image 
area varying from 5 to 1 μ m2 to measure the different aspects of virus topography. Figure 11 shows the high-resolution 
topography of the virus capsid. The hexon shape protein fragments could be measured precisely, and the typical height 
of the virus capsid is between 60–80 nm, which represent the diameter of the virus, while the lateral measurement is 
larger than the height measurement due to the convolution effects. A similar imaging protocol is used for the following 
manipulation and assembling experiments.

4.2  Nanosurgery and manipulation of SARS‑CoV‑2 pseudovirus capsid

Following the imaging of virus capsids, a manipulation experiment was conducted to examine their interaction with 
inanimate surfaces and to assess their structural integrity. The probe’s deformation was meticulously controlled to ensure 

Fig. 9  Haptic controller 
input verses the actual probe 
motion for the probe opera-
tion

Fig. 10  Comparison of the desired X, Y angular velocity for the system and the actual 3D goggle headset measured angular
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only gentle contact with the substrate, exerting a vertical force ranging from 2 to 5 nN. This approach minimized lateral 
friction between the probe and the substrate. Employing the previously outlined manipulation algorithm, the virus was 
maneuvered across a distance of 5 �m , requiring fewer than 10 cycles of the ’action-trigger-recovery-action’ sequence, as 
illustrated in Fig. 12A. The necessary force to detach the probe and the virus from the substrate’s adhesion was approxi-
mately 10nN, as indicated in Fig. 12C. These results affirm that the nanorobotic system can effectively manipulate the 
virus capsid, thus shedding light on the nature of the interactions between the virus and inanimate surfaces.

The structural integrity of the SARS-CoV-2 virus under external stimulation was assessed by positioning the probe at 
the apex of the capsid and applying vertical movement along the virus’s structure. When a force of 2 nN was exerted on 
the capsid, break events were recorded at forces ranging from 1 nN to 1.8 nN. The experimental data revealed a consist-
ent decline in the interacting force as it progressed towards the base of the capsid, as depicted in Fig. 13.

To successfully dissect a virus capsid with a weak substrate-binding capacity, precise control over the initial position-
ing of the probe is crucial. The probe should engage the capsid laterally to minimize unnecessary sideways movements. 
The cutting process is then carried out with deliberate slowness, with the operator closely monitoring the PSD signals. 
Dissection continues until the vertical PSD signal reverts to its baseline value, indicating the completion of the cutting.

Following the dissection with the AFM probe, the resultant topography of the virus capsid was imaged, revealing a 
collapsed structure due to the cutting, as depicted in Fig. 12B, D. The central height of the capsid reduced from 65.4 to 
51.2 nm. Surrounding the capsid were scattered protein fragments, with a measured height ranging from 8 to 12 nm. 
These measurements suggest that the capsid primarily consists of small protein fragments with an average thickness of 
approximately 10 nm, as illustrated in Fig. 14.

5  Discussion and conclusion

The utilization of atomic force microscopy as a tool for nanomanipulation has been broadly used in biological field 
over decade since the system doesn’t require extra treatment to the targets to prevent the artefacts and damage 
during operation. However, convention AFM system has the limited capability to provide realtime visual feedback 
(requires fully scanned images) and lacks of closed-loop control during manipulation has impeded its widespread 

Fig. 11  High resolution 2D/3D 
topography of SARS-CoV-2 
pseudovirus: top: scan size: 
1 μ m2 ; bottom: scan size: 
5 μ m2
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application. The development of enhanced AFM-based nanorobotic system has adopted augmented reality system 
to overcomes this challenge by locally updating the AFM image in response to real-time force information during 
manipulation. In the delicate manipulation operation such as viruses surgery, the force applied to the probe usually 
maintained as hundred piconewton to few nanonewton, the haptic controller could generate human perceptible 
force to the operator. The stereoscopic vision further strengthen the accuracy and comfort level for the operator. In 
the aspect of closed-loop nanosurgery and manipulation task, the force-trigger based automatically control enable 
the realtime compensation of position error, the success rate is significant increase compared with the open-loop 
operation. The enhanced AFM system endow AFM-based nano-surgery and manipulation to the intelligent and 

Fig. 12  AFM topography of SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus capsid after nanorobot operation. A Left: Before the manipulation. Scan size: 5 �m2 ; 
Right: After the manipulation Scan size: 5 �m2 . B Left: Before the disassembling. Scan size: 1 �m2 ; Right: After the disassembling. Scan size: 
1 �m2 . C PSD signal measurement for the manipulation of the virus capsid. D PSD signal measurement for the disassembling of the virus 
capsid

Fig. 13  Force-distance curve 
of vertical indentation on 
virus capsid apex until the 
fracture of the capsid. After 
the fracture point the force 
exerted on probe decreased 
instantaneously
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efficient level, the once considered intricate operation in nanoscale become feasible to the operator to perform 
various of complex tasks.

In this study, a stereoscopic vision-based augmented reality system was presented, along with a force-triggered 
local recovery approach to eliminate manipulation errors during operations. The proposed system and algorithm 
facilitated the manipulation and disassembly of SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus capsids. The AFM-based nanorobotic system 
demonstrated precise operation capabilities with high frame rates and imaging refresh rates (30 ms). By leveraging 
augmented reality technology and a position recovery scheme, the once laborious scanning scheme was effectively 
enhanced with local imaging, while probe actions were controlled through closed-loop compensation for highly 
accurate manipulation. In the field of virology investigation, the manipulation of the virus using this system revealed 
the weak binding between the virus capsid and inanimate surfaces. The disassembling results provided insights 
into the fracture process of the virus capsid under external forces, demonstrating that the protein capsid consists of 
several fragments of a protein complex with an approximate thickness less than 10 nanometer which provide the 
evidence for the structural measurement to the virus capsid. The experimental system and algorithm presented in 
this research serve as fundamental research tools and provide guidance for a deeper understanding of the structural 
mechanisms in viruses and other nanoscale targets which is important in the pharmaceutical industrial.
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Fig. 14  AFM height profile: Left: virus initial/after disassembling height across the apex; Right: virus capsid protein fragment
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